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Abstract
Conventional formulas for neoclassical flows become inapplicable in subsonic tokamak
pedestals with poloidal ion gyroradius scales since the associated strong radial electric field
modifies the background ion orbits. The discrepancy has been measured to be substantial in the
banana regime on Alcator C-Mod. We demonstrate that new expressions for the poloidal ion
flow in the pedestal, that include the effect of the background electric field, are consistent with
the boron impurity flow measurements in Alcator C-Mod.
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Introduction

Recent measurements of the poloidal impurity flow in the pedestal of Alcator C-Mod [1]
demonstrate that conventional neoclassical theories [2--4] and experiment are in reasonable
agreement for Pfirsch-Schluter plasmas, but reveal a discrepancy between the two when the
background ions become less collisional. This discrepancy indicates that the net flow of bulk
ions is substantially less than, or even in the opposite direction to, the conventional neoclassical
result. A similar change in the background ion flow is predicted by new first-principle studies of
banana [5] and plateau [6] regime pedestals, which attribute the new features to a strong radial
electric field. Here we demonstrate that these new theoretical results are quantitatively consistent
with the experimental observations in C-Mod.

Neoclassical theory is based on the observation that in toroidal magnetic field geometry
the simple Larmor motion of confined particles is superimposed on a cyclic motion of their
guiding centers

[7]. The radial widths of the resultant guiding center trajectories, usually

referred to as drift orbits, scale with the poloidal gyroradius defined as !p" ! v "m"c Z "eBp ,
where Bp is the poloidal magnetic field and m! , Z ! , and v ! are the mass, charge number, and
the thermal velocity of a plasma species respectively, with v ! ! (2T! m! )

12

and T! being the

species temperature. In most tokamaks, Bp is much smaller than the total magnetic field, B ,
making these drift departures from a flux surface much larger than a Larmor radius.

Conventional neoclassical calculations are essentially built upon the original thin ion
orbit evaluation by Galeev and Sagdeev [7], which assumes the scale-lengths of background

quantities such as the plasma density or electrostatic potential are much larger than poloidal ion
gyroradius. However, this assumption breaks down in the pedestal in many experiments. Ion
drift orbits in this region are then fundamentally different from those in the core because of the
presence of a strong radial electric field. In a subsonic pedestal the size of this field, Er , can be
estimated from radial ion force balance by noting that the ion confinement is electrostatic to
lowest order giving
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where Er = ! "# with ! " ! (!) being the electrostatic potential, ! the poloidal flux
function, and ni and pi = niTi the ion density and pressure respectively [8]. Using (1), and
taking the characteristic scale of the pedestal to be !pi , the magnitude of the inward radial
electric field is estimated to be

Er !

Ti
Ze!pi

.

(2)

!
To obtain (2) the tokamak magnetic field is written as B = I !! + !! "!" , where ! is the

toroidal angle and I = RBt , with R and Bt being the major radius and the toroidal magnetic
field respectively.

From (2), the variations of electrostatic and kinetic energies over a collisionless ion drift
orbit are comparable. Therefore, the orbit results of Refs. [2--4,7] can no longer be utilized when
developing a neoclassical theory of a banana or plateau regime pedestal, making this theory
substantially different from its core counterpart. On the other hand, Pfirsch-Schluter (PS) regime

results are unaffected since the ions collide before drifting by !pi . Accordingly, in the next
section we summarize novel features of neoclassical flows discovered in the recent banana [5]
and plateau [6] regime studies accounting for the electric field effect on the ion drift orbits.
Then, after briefly describing in section 3 the experimental technique used to obtain the impurity
flow data [1] and the radial electric field [9], in section 4 we compare this data with analytical
results of Refs. [5,6]. In the last section we discuss the main factors that may affect the accuracy
of the analysis and comment on a further consequence of the pedestal modification of the bulk
ion flow.
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Pedestal Theory Results

Reexamination of banana [5] and plateau [6] regime model predictions in the pedestal shows
that ion heat flux and poloidal flow, as well as the neoclassical polarization and the zonal flow
[10,11], are substantially modified compared to their core counterparts. In particular, it has been
pointed out that the modifications to the background ion flow [5] are of the correct sign required
to explain the discrepancy between the impurity flow measurements in Alcator C-Mod [1] and
conventional neoclassical results [2--4,7]. A quantitative comparison between the experimental
data [1] and the pedestal-relevant neoclassical results [5,6] is then presented here to demonstrate
substantial agreement.

The boron impurities used in the C-Mod experiments are highly collisional so the motion
of their guiding centers is unaffected by the strong background electric field. Thus, it is only their
friction with the background ions that is changed in the pedestal and to leading order the usual
relation [4,12--14] between the impurity and background ion flows persists. Moreover, the

results of [5,6] are asymptotic in nature since they are obtained by taking the inverse aspect
ratio, ! , as small, an assumption that is only marginally true in the pedestal. Thus, consistency
! when writing the relation between the

requires that we only retain terms to leading order in
impurity and background ion flows to find

Vzpol = Vi pol !

cIBp "$ 1 dpi
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$$
!
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(3)

where Vi pol , Vzpol , pi , pz and ni , nz stand for the poloidal flow, pressure and density of
background ( Z i = 1 ) and impurity ions respectively, Z z is the impurity charge number, and

X denotes a flux surface average of X . Equation (3) conveniently provides the impurity flow
velocity once the neoclassical expression for Vi pol in the pedestal is inserted.

We express pedestal flows as a function of the background electric field through the
parameter U defined by

U !

cI
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B
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Then, employing the banana [5] and plateau [6] regime results for Vi pol along with (3), we
obtain the following expressions for the poloidal flow of impurities in the pedestal:
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where
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where

( )=
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(9)

In (7), !! = 3(2")1/2 !ii [erf(x) " #(x)] 2x 3 and !|| = 3(2")1/2 !ii !(x) 2x 3 with x = v vi ,
erf(x) = 2!!1/2 #

!ii = 4"1/2Z 4e 4ni !n! 3mi1/2Ti3/2 ,

"
0

dy exp(!y 2 ) ,

and

!(x) = [erf(x) " x erf #(x)] 2x 2 .

( )

The shaping functions Jban U 2

( )

and J p U 2

are normalized to unity at U = 0 to

reproduce the conventional core results in the absence of the electric field. Importantly, they are
derived within the large aspect ratio approximation, in which B 2 = B 2 to leading order. We
employ B 2

to avoid ambiguity, when applying the analytical results of Refs [5,6] to the

practical case of the Alcator C-Mod pedestal, where B varies poloidally.

( )

( )

The electric field dependent functions Jban U 2 and J p U 2 give the difference between
the conventional and pedestal expressions for the poloidal flow of background ions; i.e. to
evaluate Vi pol in the pedestal, conventional banana and plateau results need to be multiplied by
these factors. Thus, some insight into how the electric field affects the main ion, and therefore
impurity, flows can be obtained by examining the dependence of Jban and J p on U 2 , as U is
proportional to the electric field according to (4). In the plateau case, accounting for the electric
field results in the larger prediction for the main ion flow since J p is a growing function of U 2 .
The banana factor, Jban , decreases as U 2 grows and becomes negative at U ! 1.2 . Physically,
this behavior means that in the banana regime pedestal the main ion flow is in the direction
opposite to its core counterpart once the radial electric field goes beyond a certain critical value.
Despite the character of the shaping functions being qualitatively different in the plateau and the
banana cases, the electric field effect on the main ion flow results in the impurity flow becoming
larger in both regimes since Jban and J p enter (5) and (8) with different signs.

The estimate of the electric field effect on the ion orbits discussed after (2) suggests that
in the banana regime it is the fattest orbits that are modified the most. On the other hand, the
background ion flow is carried mainly by fast passing particles, whose orbits are thinner than
those of trapped and barely passing particles by a factor of

! . This seeming contradiction is

resolved by noticing that, as in the conventional case, the momentum exchange between the fast
passing and trapped/barely passing fractions plays the key role in establishing the poloidal
neoclassical flow in the banana regime. In other words, even though the trapped orbits do not

contribute to the net ion flow, through collisional momentum exchange they communicate
information about the electric field to the freely passing particles, whose motion, otherwise
unaffected by this field, constitutes the bulk ion flow. Mathematically, this mechanism of the
electric field effect on the ion flow is manifested by the parameter ! entering (6), since it
originates from the momentum conserving term of the ion-ion collision operator. In section 4 we
compare our predictions for the banana and plateau regime edge poloidal velocity profiles, as
calculated via equations (5) and (8), with the experimental data.
3

Experimental Setup

The experimental impurity velocities, temperatures, and densities are derived from chargeexchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) measurements at the low-field side (LFS)
midplane of Alcator C-Mod. The analysis is performed on emission from fully-stripped boron,
B5+, which has a rest wavelength of 494.467 nm. We restrict the data included in this study to
those cases that have valid velocity and temperature measurements over most of the pedestal
region. In practice, this means that only H-mode data are included and the peak structure in Vzpol
commonly observed near the separatrix in H-mode [9] is well defined (i.e. includes data on both
sides of the velocity peak). Positive poloidal velocity indicates flow in the electron diamagnetic
direction at the LFS.

The data from the CXRS diagnostic are also used to calculate the radial electric field,
which is needed for the evaluation of Eq. (4) and hence, equations (5)-(9). The electric
field is determined experimentally by means of the radial force balance equation

Er =

1 dpz
+Vztor Bp !Vzpol Bt ,
eZ znz dr

(10)

where Vztor is the toroidal velocity of impurities. Here, the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields,

Bp and Bt , are determined by the EFIT [15] reconstruction of the plasma and the CXRS
diagnostic provides the necessary velocity, temperature, and density profiles for the B5+
population. Further details on the determination of the edge radial electric field profile can be
found in reference [9].

No direct measurement of either Ti or ni is available at the plasma edge. However, these
values are necessary when evaluating (5) and (8). Thus, we impose the following assumptions:

Ti = Tz and ni = ne . We expect that Tz and Ti are well correlated due to fast equilibration [1].
The use of ne in place of ni in the following calculations is based on quasi-neutrality. The
measurement of ne (and Te ) in the pedestal region is performed with high spatial resolution
using the edge Thomson Scattering (TS) diagnostic [16].

The TS profiles are measured at a different poloidal location from the CXRS diagnostic
and must be mapped to the outer midplane using the two-step procedure detailed in section 3.2 of
[1]. In the first step, an initial mapping is performed using the magnetic flux surface
reconstruction tool EFIT [15]. In the second step, the resulting TS-derived profiles are then
shifted radially relative to those of CXRS-derived quantities so that the Te and Tz profiles align
as well as possible. This second step is performed because the EFIT reconstruction and mapping
processes are only accurate to within a few millimeters, which can be important in the 2 - 6 mm
thick C-Mod pedestal. Further information on the CXRS diagnostic, including discussions on
alignment considerations and neutral particle sources, can be found in Refs [1,9].
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Comparison of measured Vzpol with neoclassical predictions

As shown previously [1], when both the ions and B5+ are in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime at the
radial location of the poloidal flow peak, then the standard neoclassical expression [17]

Vzpol

ps

= !1.8

cIBp !Ti
e"B 2 # !"

,

(11)

does a reasonable job of predicting the velocities measured by the CXRS diagnostic on Alcator
C-Mod. However, when the poloidal flow peak is located where the ions are less collsional, with
B5+ still in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime, then the standard unmodified neoclassical result poorly
represents the experimental results.

We next demonstrate that the plateau and, in particular, banana regime neoclassical
formulas of section 2, which are modified from their standard form through the inclusion of the
effect of the strong radial electric field on background ion orbits, are in a better agreement with
the pedestal measurements than conventional neoclassical theory. Of course, the boundaries
between these regimes are not precisely defined, but we utilize data that is as unambiguous as
possible and define these boundaries in the standard manner by !* < 1 (banana), 1 < !* < "!3 2
(plateau), and !!3 2 < "* (Pfirsch-Schluter), where !* ! !iiqR vi "3 2 with q being the safety
factor. We note that the predictions of the conventional and modified neoclassical formalisms
differ the most in the region around the velocity peak, where the electric field is the strongest.
Also, because !* is evaluated for the measured data, several points are considered to be in the
plateau regime, whereas practically only a limited number of shots satisfy the criteria that the

peaks of both the measured and predicted velocity profiles are fully contained within this narrow
region of the pedestal.

Figure 1 displays some typical comparisons between measured and predicted poloidal
velocities for the B5+ poloidal velocity peak in the Pfirsch-Schluter, plateau, and banana regime
cases. The first plot in each doublet (Figures 1a, c, e) shows the best match between the electric
field modified neoclassical prediction and the measured values of the poloidal impurity velocity
in the region near the velocity peak. The second plot in each doublet demonstrates some of the
more typical discrepancies encountered when making such comparisons; i.e. Figures 1b, d, f are
included to demonstrate the offsets and discrepancies commonly observed between theoretical
predictions and the measured data. These discrepancies can be in the radial location or in the
magnitude of the velocity adjacent to the peak and also baseline velocity.

For comparison, the poloidal velocity predictions using the unmodified neoclassical
expressions are shown as dashed lines in Figures 1c-f. The difference between the solid and
dashed line profiles in Figures 1c, d, e, and f is quite clear. The effect of the pedestal electric
field [5,6] dramatically improves the agreement and is large enough to explain the observed
discrepancies pointed out in previous work [1]. However, as we show in Figure 1f, the Er effect
in the banana regime is not always large enough to reproduce the measured velocity profiles,
while Figure 1d shows that in the plateau regime the effect is at times too large.

The maximum in the poloidal flow calculated with (5) or (8) tends to occur radially
outside of the maximum in the measured flow, as seen in Figures 1e-f. This radial displacement

can be observed both in shots for which the experimental maximum flow occurs in the banana
regime and in shots for which it occurs in the plateau regime. The displacement is not evident in
Figures 1c-d since we have excluded shots for which the theory and experiment maxima straddle
different collisionality regimes. Also, in the narrow plateau regime region, this screening process
tends to exclude shots for which the maxima are radially separated. The reason the theoretical
peak tends to be outward of the measured peak may be the following. The peak in measured Vpol
tends to align radially with the peak in Er . Recall U ! Er

Ti and that we assume Ti ! Tz . As

Tz decreases rapidly with radius, the peak in U therefore tends to be outside of the peak in

measured Vpol . Due to the form of (5)-(6) and (8)-(9), the predicted Vpol tends to peak near the
maximum in U , and therefore outward of the peak in measured Vpol . However, theory suggests
dTi d! may be substantially weaker than dTz d!

[8], and so the true U peak should not be

shifted as far outward relative to the Er peak. Thus, the relative displacement of the measured
and predicted maxima in Vpol may be a result of the assumption Ti ! Tz rather than the TSCXRS alignment issues discussed in [1].

To compare and contrast the conventional neoclassical predictions with the new ones,
which account for the effect of the electric field, we present scatter plots of the peak heights from
both measured and theoretical profiles in various collisionality regimes for the available data.
Figure 2 shows this comparison where, for each plot, the line of complete agreement is shown
(dashed). We see, as presented before in Ref. [1], that the PS regime formalism (Figure 2a) does
fairly well in predicting the magnitude of the velocity peaks for high-collisionality pedestals.
Figure 2b, which shows theoretical peak heights from plateau regime profiles including and not

including the effect of the radial electric field, highlights the fact that accounting for Er results
in a slightly better match between the theory and experiment. However, while using the modified
formalism places the “center of mass” of the red square distribution on Figure 2b closer to the
line of complete agreement, it makes the mean deviation from this line larger as well. Also, as
previously mentioned, shots with both the experimental and theoretically predicted peaks in the
plateau regime, such as those presented on Figures 1c-d, are rather scarce. To accumulate a
sufficient number of data points in Figure 2b we allow the theoretically predicted peak to fall
slightly outside the formal plateau regime boundaries. Finally, we see in Figure 2c that the
agreement between experiment and the analytical banana regime result is clearly improved by
the inclusion of the Er effects. The agreement is still not perfect, but we must remember that the
uncertainty in the radial electric fields calculated from the measured profiles is typically large, of
order 50% inside the electric field well and 20-30% outside [9], and offset errors of a few
millimeters, perhaps due to the mismatch between Ti and Tz , are possible.

5

Discussion and summary

In summary, comparisons between the poloidal impurity flow measured in the Alcator C-Mod
pedestal and the radial electric field modified neoclassical expressions [5,6] are presented. No
definite conclusion can be drawn in the plateau regime, but the agreement in the banana regime
is clearly improved over conventional neoclassical flow predictions [1].

The investigation conducted here is limited by the shortcomings of the theory as well as
experimental errors. Of course, the theoretical banana

[5] and plateau

[6] expressions,

employed here to explain the C-Mod measurements, are more appropriate for the pedestal region
than the standard ones, since they retain the finite radial electric field effects on the ion orbits.
However, these formulas are derived under concentric circular flux surface and large aspect ratio
assumptions that are only marginally applicable in a realistic pedestal. In addition, experimental
inaccuracies exist due to profile alignment issues, ambiguity about the separatrix location,
possible differences between the main bulk and impurity ion temperatures, and the 20-50%
uncertainty associated with measuring the Er from radial B5+ momentum balance.

In spite of these limitations, using the modified formula (5) instead of the conventional
one noticeably improves the agreement between the banana regime measurements and theory,
making it clear that the radial electric field must be accounted for when evaluating poloidal flows
in a pedestal. An additional consequence of our verification of the electric field’s role in
modifying the impurity flow is the associated enhancement of bootstrap current in a banana
regime pedestal [18]. That is, the theoretical predictions for the pedestal modifications to both
the impurity flow and bootstrap current originate from the same observation that the electric field
effect on ion drift orbits leads to the poloidal flow of background ions being reduced in
magnitude, or even reversed, compared to its core counterpart. Hence, by presenting
corroborating experimental evidence of the impurity-related implications of the theory, the
quantitative analysis herein also supports the conclusion that the bootstrap current is enhanced in
a banana regime pedestal.
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Figure 1: The comparison of measured poloidal velocity to the predictions from
neoclassical theory for various collisionality plasmas: a, b) Pfirsch-Schlüter regime.
c, d) Plateau regime. e, f) Banana regime. The shaded region indicates the portion of the
plasma estimated to be in the plateau regime. To the left (right) of this shaded region the
plasma is in the banana (Pfirsch-Schlüter) regime. Here, positive velocities indicate flow
in the electron diamagnetic direction.
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Figure 2: Comparison of predicted and experimental peak
heights found near the separatrix in the poloidal velocity
profile for various collisionality plasmas: a) PS regime. b)
Plateau regime. c) Banana regime. Complete agreement is
indicated by the dashed line. Positive velocities indicate
flow in the electron diamagnetic direction. The data
corresponding to the poloidal velocity profiles in Figure 1
are indicated.

